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The operation and maintenance service management is one of the most important 
aspects of enterprise intra-management, with the communication network 
programming, constructing and conforming having got to some stage, it is paid much 
more attention on how the operation and maintenance of communication support 
enterprise’s operation steadily and in security .At the  same time ,as the coming into 
the market of Beijing Netcom ,the cost control is much more strict, it has been turned 
at all that we focused much more on output and ignored cost .In addition, the 
ordination of The law of labor contract makes it impossible to hire employees  at a 
nonstandard model, many companies has coincided to introduce outsourcing to 
balance cost, development and being good law. 
The paper discusses the change of Beijing Netcom, analyzes its developing trend 
from the point of industry framework, and analyzes the actuality of operation & 
maintenance management and its developing direction. And introduce the outsourcing 
service model of operation & maintenance, and then the paper analyzes the scope, 
content, actuality and developing trend of it in detail. 
Based on the discussion of the upper, the paper emphasizes on analysis of 
transaction cost, compare advantage, size economy and experience economy etc. And 
gets some economic reasonable explanation on the operation and maintenance service 
outsourcing .Out forward some methods to calculate and application. And from then 
on, the paper works on the risk of the operation and maintenance service outsourcing, 
such as the value chain risk during its implement, and put forward some suggestion on 
the puzzle. 
Finally, the paper gets research on how enterprise choosing its outsourcing 
policy ,and combine the reality of Beijing Netcom to bring forward suggestion of how 
to put forward the choose policy orderly, including check and ratify the outsourcing 
condition exactly, have policy-decision and gist and rules clearly, and do detail 














We can draw the conclusion as followed, with the high speed of 
telecommunication and outsourcings , in order to win the task ,Beijing Netcom should 
put the operation & maintenance outsourcing orderly and slowly , fully considering 
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国可以实现“人均国内生产总值到 2020 年比 2000 年翻两番”的目标。从 2003
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